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Sand Making and Washing Plants of
SBM. SBM is a professional manufacturer of
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equipment . It is major production include...
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Sand Making and Washing Plants
SBM is an international Sand Making Plants manufacturer and exporter
company. And supply the the best Sand Making Plants, Sand Making
Plants Machinery, Sand Making Machine. You can learn more
information about the equipment of Sand Making Plants.

Contact SBM
Feedback/Order

CRUSHING PRODUCT LINE
Highw ay Stone Crushing
Construction Waste Recycling
Dolomite Crushing Process
Quarry Crushing Machine
Stone Crushing Equipment
Rock Crushing Process
Ballast Product Line
Basalt Crushing
Mining Mill Grinder
Mining Equipment
Mining Crusher
Ore Grinder Crushing
Kaolin Mining Process
Quartzite Crushing Machine
Sand Making Plants
Grinding Mill / Grinder
Cement Sandstone Crushing
Sand Production Line
Concrete Crushing
Stone Crushing Machine
Gypsum Mining Equipment
Feldspar Mining
Chrome ore mining
Calcium carbonate crushing
Bauxite ore mining
Perlite Mining Machine
Rare Earth Mine Crushing
Lithium Ore Crushing plant

TEL: 0086-21-58383022
0086-21-58383058
FAX:0086-021-58383058
Email: mill@unisbm.net
MSN: millexpo@hotmail.com
Chat Free: click chat
with sales agent ->>

Sand Making and Washing Plants
Sand Making and Washing Production Line:
Shanghai Shibang manufactures various equipments for a whole set of sand-making production line, and provides superior
technical support for customers. The whole sand-making production line consists of vibrating feeder, jaw crusher, VSI vertical
shaft impact crusher (sand-making machine), vibrating screen, sand-washing machine, belt conveyor, electric control system,
etc. We design different production lines ranging 50 t/h to 500 t/h. We have been researching the sand-making machine for
years, and we have made it part of the production line. The whole set of sand-making production line designed by our
company is suitable to crush the hard limestone, granite, basalt, gravel, slag, etc. and artificially sand making for
hydroelectric power, building material, high way, city construction, etc. Different models of machines are combined to meet
different customers’ different demands according to different craft requirements.

Process of the Sand Making and Washing Plants Production Line:
The raw material is transferred to jaw crusher for primary crushing by vibrating feeder, then the crushed material is
transferred to sand-making machine through belt conveyor for secondary crushing. The materials crushed will be transferred
to the vibrating screen. The material with suitable size will be transferred to sand washing machine, after being washed, then
clean final products will be discharged. The other material with unsuitable size will be screened from vibrating screen, then will
be transferred to the sand-making machine, this forms a closed and manifold cycles.

Sizes of final products will be according to our customers' requirements. If it is the dry process, the classifier and duster will
be attached according to customers' requirements.

You Maybe Also Interested In :

Stone Crushing Machine: We offer
stone crushing plants that are very
effective in road projects. Designed
and developed as per the international
quality standards...

Concrete Crushing Machine:
Concrete is a composite construction
material composed of cement and other
cement materials such as fly ash and
slag cement...

Mining Equipment: The Mining
Equipment Prospector is a resource
locator of mining equipment from
around the globe, to deal with mineral,
rocks, stones, ore...
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